Description
In 1.9, there was a jplayer feature in the documents list to play an audio without opening a new page.

This looked like this:

```

```

In 1.10, this is broken.

The first issue is to re-establish the proper filtering. In document.lib.php, lines 5347-5349 + lines 5385-5387, the "/mp3$/i" form should be replaced by "\.mp3/i", mostly because the URL usually contains "?cidReq=" now.

Once this is fixed, the icons re-appear but the play and stop buttons appear at the same time, and the feature is not working. Something must be wrong in the associated JS or CSS code.

Associated revisions
Revision e656f5ac - 18/12/2015 16:01 - Julio Montoya
Update jplayer to latest version + fix player preview see #8007

Revision ff7db9a7 - 18/12/2015 17:30 - Julio Montoya
update jplayer see #8007

Revision d16ec99 - 18/12/2015 23:19 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Set Mozilla Firefox like play MP files - refs #8007

History
#1 - 18/12/2015 16:01 - Julio Montoya
- Assignee changed from Julio Montoya to Yannick Warnier

Should be fixed now.

#2 - 18/12/2015 17:17 - Yannick Warnier
- Assignee changed from Yannick Warnier to Angel Quiroz

Not really...
#3 - 18/12/2015 17:17 - Yannick Warnier
- File audio-preview-2.png added

#4 - 18/12/2015 17:30 - Julio Montoya
I forgot to add files it should work now

#5 - 18/12/2015 22:58 - Angel Quiroz
A mi me muestra un enlace al archivo, pero no lo reproduce
Necesito habilitar algo?

#6 - 18/12/2015 23:23 - Angel Quiroz
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Funciona para OGG, pero no me funcionaba para MP3

Enviaré el commit d16ecc9

#7 - 19/12/2015 00:26 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- Assignee set to Angel Quiroz

Now it works perfectly (with the latest commit by Angel fixing an issue in the browser features detector).

Files
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